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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Data protection and privacy issues
are plaguing the social networking
world
at
unprecedented
levels.
Millions of users are raising their
voice
against
the
conventional,
centralized apps in favor of freedombased,
secure
and
transparent
alternatives. 1

Government regulations and global
interest
fuel
the
adoption
of
cryptocurrencies, distributed ledger
technology (DLT), and blockchain
solutions. However, the true scope
for a sustained and wider adoption
lies in the real-world applications.
Thus
we
at
"ATROMG8"
are
determined to boost the adoption
and usage of blockchain technology
and other digital solutions in the
place of traditional systems.

We strongly believe that combining
cryptographic ideas with social
networks
and
ecosystems
is
fundamental for a safer social and
digital evolution.
Data protection and privacy are the
cornerstones of our commitment to
our
users
we
believe
that
transparency and trust are the
foundations of building resilient
mainstream applications. We work
towards a robust infrastructure
backed
by
leading
technical
experts along with building the
best user experience.

We are achieving this by creating
real-world
applications
that
transform many of the vulnerable,
obtuse, and disjointed processes
used by companies today into an
interconnected
digital
ecosystem
designed
for
efficiency,
transparency, and protection. Even
though some countries are against
cryptocurrency—and
perhaps
because of the root causes of those
protests—decentralized
solutions
are rapidly entering the mainstream.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The
post
pandemic
world
requires additional solutions to
cover the needs of small and
medium enterprises while they
restart their businesses in these
challenging times. ATROMG8
understands this need and is
committed to providing several
tools and features within the
ecosystem
to
simplify
and
support their difficult work
ahead. The purpose of this
document is to provide an
overview of ATROMG8 and its
functionalities as well as the
technical background supporting
this superstructure.

All the participants of this ecosystem
operate with their digital IDs in a
pseudo-anonymized fashion across all
its offerings, whether it is the service
provider, messenger, or any of the opensource community members. Only when
required to fulfill all legal norms will we
request more information about an
ecosystem participant.

ATROMG8's ecosystem structure
allows it to work seamlessly for
the businesses and clients it
supports.
From truly private
conversations to the most secure
transactions available on the
market at present, users can enjoy
it all. Our ecosystem is fueled by
our native utility currency, the
ATROM Coin, built on our own
blockchain.
Currently up and
running with our desktop solution,
we envision to launch our mobile
application at app stores such as
iOS and Android in Q3.
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Digital platforms and online collaboration have
created new engines for economic and individual
development.

"PRIVACY IS NOT AN OPTION, AND IT SHOULDN'T BE THE
PRICE WE ACCEPT FOR JUST GETTING ON THE INTERNET."
GARY KOVACS

ATROMG8 has been working hard to
build a decentralized platform that
puts data privacy in the forefront.
While most centralized applications
rely upon a database and earn
through its users’ personal data, we
believe that true adoption will begin
only when there is a reliable
platform that is completely secure,
free,
trustable,
and
whose
motivation is in line with its users
and their data.2

Enter ATROMG8: A user and
developer-friendly
platform
with various use-cases already
in practice, and operated on
our own blockchain. We are
striving as part of our
ATROMG8 ecosystem to build
high usage, blockchain-based
platforms for a wider range of
end-users,
despite
their
crypto-literacy level.
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN THE PANDEMIC
AND POST-PANDEMIC ERA
If there were any lingering doubts about the
necessity of digital transformation to business
longevity, the coronavirus has silenced them. In
a contactless world, the vast majority of
interactions with customers and employees
must take place virtually.
With rare exception, operating digitally is the
only way to stay in business through mandated
shutdowns and restricted activity. 3 And with a
growing realization that even the rollout of a
vaccine will not completely eliminate the new
norm of “waves”, “social distancing”, and
“lockdowns”—terms nearly unheard of just a
short time ago--it's digital, or go dark.

This digital mandate isn’t
new; it’s simply been
brought into sharp focus.
Prior to the pandemic, a
paradigm shift towards
digitization
and
servitization
of
the
economy
was
already
underway. Current events
have
accelerated
the
paradigm, as evidenced by
the
marked
shift
in
spending towards digital
businesses.
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OUR VISION
We strive to create a trustworthy and secure
environment, being conscientious of how
our data is collected and used without
undermining technology's progress.

OUR MISSION
ATROMG8 envisions to function as a secure
network in which projects, students,
business people and companies across
categories can communicate with each
other, work, learn, and exchange values
without any hesitation of being monitored.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
“IF IT’S ON THE INTERNET THEN IT’S NOT PRIVATE.”

However,
without
user
interaction, sharing, and
engagement,
a
platform
would be worth nothing.
The value is the user data,
leveraged by advertising
companies and capitalized
via
product
placement.
Several organizations and
activists also argue that
the collection of such data
is against human rights. 4
Instead of designing a new
human rights framework,
the existing one needs to
be
interpreted
and
executed
more
appropriately,
corresponding to the everevolving
communication
channels
and
patterns.
This
is
what
we
at
ATROMG8
strive
to
achieve. We are developing
a
real-time
ecosystem
powered
by
a
globally
active
network
with
security and privacy at its
very core.

Traditional cloud-based media has
changed the world, paving the path
for a new digital economy. The
user-generated content on various
platforms has created billions of
dollars’ worth of value distributed
among
the
companies'
shareholders.
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DATA & PRIVACY
In traditional terms, data privacy is centered around what
data must be collected, how, and when. It goes on to cover
how this data must be stored, managed, and shared with any
third parties in compliance with the applicable privacy
laws. At the core of our motivation to create ATROMG8, we
believe that users’ private data should not even be
collected; and all other data should be:

EXCHANGED BETWEEN THE DATA PRODUCER AND THE DATA USER FAIRLY
IN CONSENT WITH ALL STAKEHOLDERS
EQUALLY INCENTIVIZED

Data is perhaps the most
important
asset
a
business owns. We live in
a data economy where
companies find enormous
value
in
collecting,
sharing, and using data
about customers or users.
Many
sectors
like
eCommerce,
browsers,
social media, etc., are
highly dependent on their
user data to improve their
QoS
and
make
profits
using various techniques
like growth hacking and
so on.

Though
the
details
are
mentioned
in
their
Privacy
Policy, the chances of a user
going
through
and
understanding
a
long
and
complex document are rare—in
fact, about 1%. 5 Even if the
users want alternatives, they
will often not be able to find one
—at least an alternative without
many of the same risks of data
violation. Hence, they are forced
to use ad blockers to get rid of
advertisements.Even then, the
data is sold for many other
purposes; at best annoying, and
at worst—nefarious.
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CENTRALIZATION
This is one of the greatest
problems faced by most of the
platforms in today's world.
Centralized
platforms
have
many downsides; for example,
a single point of failure can
impose a huge risk on an
organization. If the server
goes
down,
the
client
machines attached to it are
unable
to
process
user
requests
and
provide
the
required service. The impact
of such a failure or cyberattack will further depend on
how the team responds to it.
This
also
leads
to
other
problems like financial and
credibility risks. 6a, 6b

Data
breaches
are
happening
around
the
world
every
day.
According to the Cost of a Data
Breach Report 2020, conducted by
the Ponemon Institute, the average
total cost of a data breach is USD
3.86 million:

Though it addresses many of
the
above
issues,
traffic
congestion has always been a
problem
in
cloud-based
platforms.

The
ultimate
goal
of
any
publicly available and private
platforms in the industry is to
provide utmost security for
their users’ information. But
many organizations, including
some of the most renowned
tech giants, are failing to
protect their user data. As all
the
data
is
stored
in
a
centralized database, it is
easier for a malicious attacker
to
access
confidential
information.

Security issues can also arise from
internal sources. Human failure in
connection with social engineering
is the number one cause for a big
data breach. Experts saw a 630%
increase in external attacks on cloud
accounts. Data breaches can leak
sensitive personal information like
credit card details and passwords of
millions of users. In addition to the
severe
cost
to
users,
a
firm’s
reputation
can
incur
irreparable
damage. 7
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LEGALITY
A significant number of platforms
face many legal issues today in
which user identity and data are
the essence of complaints. 8 We
must follow the rules imposed by
the government while handling
user data. Also, the user data must
under
legal
conditions
be
available
to
the
government
organizations when needed to
track anti-social activities (as far
as they are available and relevant
to investigate the case). Further,
several unlicensed platforms are
growing consistently, operating
illegally throughout the world.
Many users are unaware that the
platform they use can create legal
issues for them (the user) as well,
and not only for the operator. 9

THE “MANY APPLICATION” ISSUE
Since many platforms function
through
collecting
data,
interactive work with multiple
platforms is very difficult. 10 Who
gets what data seems to be more
important for many platforms than
the effective benefits for the user.
It certainly doesn’t appear that
that data integrity is guaranteed
between the single platforms--not
when
the
currency
of
this
ecosystem is often paid through
user data.
We
have
found
that
most
platforms
are
equipped
for
temporary work online, but are far
from optimal. 11

The user still has to go from one app to
the other and laboriously collect a lot of
information. Payments then have to be
made on another app. With the speed and
complexity of work today, organizations
are
adopting
new
applications
and
technologies built to bring innovative
capabilities
to
the
workforce.
Unfortunately,
in
their
attempt
to
simplify,
streamline
and
propel
business,
organizations
are
actually
finding themselves with a “hairball
infrastructure” - a tangled map of
disconnected applications and systems.
12
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

THE “MANY APPLICATION” ISSUE
When platforms evolve via a “bolt-on”
process—adding new features through
in-house development or a purchased
applications,
without
a
cohesive
architectural vision—there are going to
be gaps and overlaps, dead ends and
tangled knots of inefficiency. This
creates a number of problems, such as
increased manual workloads, lack of
visibility
across
systems/apps,
concerns about data accuracy, and a
potential loss of revenue. 73% spend
more than 1 hour per day on average
navigating from app to app, switching
apps on average over 1,100 times per
day. 13 With 100 billable resources on a
team at $150/hour, that’s $15k lost in
potential revenue per day. 72% say data
quality as a top BI challenge - meaning
companies are working with unreliable
data.

As the post-pandemic world forces
us to access online services even
more, exhaustion and burnout
become the order of the day. In
addition, we have no options for
individuality on these platforms.
When a user can’t personalize and
decorate their digital workplace,
it leads to monotonous tedium at
the
computer.
Private
and
business lives are merging more
and more, yet platform designs
are oblivious to this scenario.
There
is
no
cross-platform
ecosystem that offers everything
one needs in the post-pandemic,
everyday life. This creates an
urgency to find our way through
the chaos.We need a guide to find
our way, and a destination that is
the solution to these serious
problems.

A business will end up paying for
multiple solutions—none of which are
seamlessly integrated with the others
(and this is using well known apps
currently popular in the app market).
Because of this, businesses are left
paying for another overarching “app”
called manual, inefficient data transfer.
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ATROMG8:THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION
While developing ATROMG8, the
goal of putting users first remains
at the forefront of every business
decision. A crypto-contribution
economy running on the blockchain
directly responds to the demands
of the people. It will positively
impact the network by allowing
private organizational networks to
operate independently and provide
an additional layer of transparency,
security, and trust. Thus, we strive
to eradicate the serious problems
discussed above that are prevalent
in existing platforms.

When using our platform, our users are
anonymous until they want to start
business activities on the ATROMG8
platform. We will give the users this
freedom because of the way we
handle user data and their private
activities and communication. We
operate legally by complying with all
the government standards and
regulations like the FIPS (Federal
Information Processing Standards). 14

ATROMG8 is a revolutionary
platform designed for emerging
decentralized cultures built on
our own innovative ATROMG8
blockchain, to guarantee a better
and uncomplicated use of the
BaaS (Blockchain as a Service)
concept. We aim to build a
platform that can fulfill the needs
of every individual, no matter who
they are or what they do; whether
a blogger, gamer, educational
institution, Youtuber, student, or
social media influencer.
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ATROMG8:THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION
ATROMG8 also promotes blockchain
adoption. The adoption of blockchain,
on the whole, is limited by the lack of
real-world
practical
solutions.
ATROMG8
is
powered
by
a
consolidation of the next-gen public
ledgers, and they, in turn, address the
multi-faceted challenge of blockchain
mass adoption. 15
We are confident that our platform
helps deliver the assurance of a fast
and secure user experience in which
every action that is performed on the
platform has been validated with the
help
of
a
specialized
consensus
algorithm and a dedicated monetary
system. This feature makes the given
platform highly unique.

The coronavirus is permanently reshaping the
way we live and work. Some of the behaviors
developed in crisis—including wide-scale
digital adoption—will outlast the pandemic,
well after restrictions on activity are lifted. To
stay competitive, organizations and private
individuals must respond to these behavioral
changes and meet emerging demands.
Detecting those signals of change early will
be crucial to optimizing the experience and
redefining value propositions in line with
evolving preferences and needs.

THERE WILL BE NO
“RETURN TO NORMAL”.

Under COVID-19, the world has, by
necessity, gone into isolation. Social
distancing
is
currently
the
most
effective way to slow the spread of the
virus until a full vaccine rollout can
better protect the population; but
even then, we now live in a world
where social distancing will likely
never completely disappear from the
norm. As a result, anything that relies
on human-to-human contact–which is
to say, most aspects of our lives–must
be amended to account for the dangers
of
this
virus—as
well
as
future
pandemics.
Digitization has stepped in to bridge
the gaps left by mandated shutdowns
and
social
distancing
measures.
Without digital tools and technologies,
we would have no way to work, shop,
go to school, and more.
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THE INFRASTRUCTURE
OF ATROMG8
At ATROMG8, we have
experts
who
have
immense experience in
building highly robust
and reliable enterprise
applications.
The
infrastructure
is
designed in such a way
that the platform is
very lightweight and
runs with a nearly 100%
uptime. Our engineers
follow
industry
standards
and
protocols while making
any
decision.
It
is
further
tested
and
approved
by
specialists.
ATROMG8 is a sociable
hybrid platform that
leverages
blockchain
technology
and
advanced
protocols
like
LLARP,
MixNet,
etc.,
to
provide
a
transparent
user
experience. We aim to
make
the
platform
more interesting and
interactive
through
the
adoption
of
advanced
technologies
with
better data security
and transparency.
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MIXNET LAYER
Onion routing is a technique for
anonymous communication over a
computer network. The nodes on
our network will operate a low
latency onion routing protocol,
forming
a
fully
decentralized
overlay
network.
This
network,
along with the I2P, forms the
network
layer
of
our
hybrid
infrastructure:
the
MixNet.
The
network does not rely on trusted
authorities and its state is fully
derived from the blockchain. Users
can
establish
connection
to
individual nodes and they can
create a full duplex dedicated
communication channel.
To elaborate in detail, our MixNet is
nothing but a hybrid network layer
designed by the combination of Tor
and I2P. In order to understand
MixNet, first we need to know what
Tor and I2P is.

Both
have
their
own
limitations
and
disadvantages. Some of them are stated below :
Tor is not a decentralised network as much as it
is a hierarchical one.
Tor is reliant on a group of directory authorities
that are centralised servers.
It lacks support for UDP based protocols (such
as VoIP).
In I2P, the resulting network lacks sufficient
bandwidth to be able to build fast paths.

Similarly, there are many bottlenecks
while using each of these protocols
individually, leading to a reduction in
overall performance. Hence, we combined
these
two
protocols
to
harness
the
potential of both, thereby leading to
absolute
security
and
efficient
performance across the network.

Tor : It is a software used for
enabling
anonymous
communication
by
directing
internet traffic through a free,
worldwide,
volunteer
overlay
network consisting of more than
seven thousand relays in order to
conceal a user's location and usage
from anyone conducting network
surveillance or traffic analysis. 16
I2P : The Invisible Internet Project
(I2P) is an anonymous network
layer that allows for censorshipresistant,
peer
to
peer
communication.
Anonymous
connections
are
achieved
by
encrypting the user's traffic. 17
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LLARP
LLARP is the protocol of the hybrid
MixNet, which is mentioned in the
above sections. It expands to ‘Low
Latency
Anonymous
Routing
Protocol.’
The
AtomG8
network
would use LLARP, which leverages a
combination
of
these
overlay
protocols, ensuring that it supports
a wide range of Internet protocols.
LLARP opts for packet-switchingbased routing instead of tunnelbased routing, allowing for better
load
balancing
and
redundancy
across the Network. Bandwidths are
measured at each node, and the
required information is stored in DHT
(Distributed Hash Table). All the
interaction to the network occurs
through this layer. The traffic to this
layer is protected using the MixNet
protocol.
It
also
minimizes
the
overhead for storing file descriptors
should the exit nodes pass through
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) traffic
We chose LLARP over other existing
protocols because LLARP opts for
packet-switching-based
routing
instead of tunnel-based routing. This
facilitates better load balancing and
redundancy across the network.
In addition, our infrastructure is
ready to accept peering partners via
L2TP (Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol)
for additional routing authenticity
between POPs. The ultimate goal is
to protect our end-user’s metadata
by
eliminating
third-party
organizations from accessing it.
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CORE NETWORK
ATROMG8
essentially
operates
a
distributed encrypted database at the
core of its infrastructure, effective as
a Key Management System (KMS) and
persistent data storage suitable for
fault tolerance. It offers tamperproof
data storage, providing multi-factor
integrity,
atomicity,
consistency,
isolation, and durability.
KMS endpoints of blockchain allow
cryptographic
operations
at
high
speed with multi-parities signature
validation. At no point are private keys
transmitted
over
the
network,
establishing
a
"zero-trust"
data
storage system.
To better understand the principle while
data
could
reside
on
the
blockchain, ATROMG8 API allows you
to link an identity to a particular
dataset cryptographically.

At
no
point
is
your
private
key
exportable, which means that even we
cannot decrypt your data.
The Smart Contract principle (tokenized
guarantee) establishes a further zerotrust
principle
between
service
providers
utilizing
ATROMG8
and
endpoint users. Once stored, the block
cannot be modified. Hence, your enduser can always confirm your claim, from
verifying your identity to any other use
case where the data set’s validity needs
to be confirmed by an independent,
decentralized network. 18
While these terms describe a blockchain,
it differs from the traditional definition,
which is NIST compliant (refer to the
sections on Cryptography, Scalability,
and Performance).
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CORE NETWORK
We can also breakdown ATROMG8’s highly
secure decentralized distributed database
into the following endpoints:
KMS, Key Management System (Traditionally known as wallets)
– a combination of private and public key forming an ECDSA
material. ECDSA cipher suites use elliptic curve cryptography
(ECC). Because of its smaller size, it is useful in environments
where processing power, storage space, bandwidth, and power
consumption are limited or for other reasons which are of the
essence.

IAM – Identity access management translating private keys to an
alias
(machine-readable
crypto
pairs
to
human-readable
account names).

Contracts and Actions – Construction of cryptographic material
signed by parity given that criteria are met

Transactions and Messages – Like contracts (somewhere called a
smart contract) without conditioning, a partial possession of a
valid private key for signature. The message could be any string
of bytes, while the transaction is an actual cryptographic
operation as the underlying transport module of the byte stream.
Essentially, a message allows you to store any data protected by
a private key. Once confirmed, accepted, and propagated, such
data is not subjected to change.

Accounts – Defined and bound to your public key but does not
necessarily need to be represented as machine-readable text. It
is useful to identify a person/organization based on what they
claim to be—using public-key signature—before establishing a
smart contract, transmitting transactions and messages, or
performing validation over a specific data set.
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SCALABILITY
Off-chain scaling through tier 2 and 3
horizontal scalabilities ensures utilization of
on premise resources, local databases for
storage of information, blockchain data
storage, or a combination of these.
In addition, service providers have been
enabled to "Off-Chain" scale the current
ecosystem by hosting private nodes, further
expanding the ecosystem. 19
Plugin Development – While discussing
horizontal scalability, which defines the
system's overall performances, it is necessary
to define further use cases. ATROMG8 core
network defines a set of wide-usage remote
procedure call (RPC) endpoints used by
middleware, connecting a core network.

However, when we speak of vertical
scalability across various use cases, both
middleware and core could be extended
by industry niche-specific plugins.
They are still going to have KMS systems
in common and protocol-level defined
communication between other plugins
(accounts being an example). This
ensures extendable middleware or
direct SDK to be further developed for
specific needs, still allowing a single IAM
(identity access management) over the
whole network, which can be utilized
fully, partially, or not at all depending on
where you decide to store your user
accounts.
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CORE NETWORK

PERFORMANCE
Given peer-to-peer equivalent to Master>Multi-Master with traditional databases,
network latency would be the third factor.
Under standard data center uplinks, with
premium quality BGP (border gateway
protocol) routing, standardized setup as of
today (Dell PowerEdge R940), and a midsized configuration of 2 physical CPUs, 256
Gigabytes of RAM, we were able to execute
(in parallel) roughly 8000 transactions per
second.
Various tweaks such as block size could be
used to accommodate specific use cases
for your own provisioning. Of-Forking also
allows you to determinate starting blocks
—hence, you are not required to hold all
the data (e.g., it could be suitable to host
the first master block from the moment of
putting your business into the state of
production). 20
As with traditional databases, relying on
Buffer Pools and concurrency, we can
identify RAM (or other fast memory storage
forms) as the primary bottlenecks. This
could be addressed by scaling the RAM
system or nested RAID 0 configurations,
getting close to the point of utilizing RAM
as a storage mechanism. Given the nature
of cryptography operations, the second
bottleneck would be CPU.
Both of the points are easily addressed
through horizontal scaling (more CPU and
System Memory can be added as needed).
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LIGHT NODES
In Addition, Of-Forking may be used to store
only specific blocks of identifiers related to
your business. You do not need to store the
whole blockchain—ensuring performance
and decentralization while still being able to
concentrate and exchange only the data your
business requires. In combination with
retention period achievable through starting
block number (you don’t need to keep all the
history) and organisation-centric identifiers
you can host your own light node that would
hold blocks related to your customers only.
This greatly reduces hardware requirements
and allows local nodes to benefit from speed
while still running fully secured.

This type of Light Node does not prevent you
from implementation of both local (hot
cached most recent data) and global (tamper
proof storage) depending on use case.
In practical use-cases, compared to a private
cloud the Light Nodes provide Cached
Gateway
implementation,
furthering
decentralization.
For industry grade usage, there could be less
expensive approaches using industry grade
storage with nested controllers RAID setups
such as:
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LIGHT NODES
When it comes to scaling, while different
industry standards are available, it is still
proposed to use RAM (as a temporary file
system) in order to reduce latency, especially
if running within the main network (non-offork).

For an added layer of security, a node would
start broadcasting only once it is fully
synced (the last block being processed).

SECURITY
ATROMG8, by its very nature of cryptographic
operations, allows the usage of compressed
public keys. While a public key establishes
the integrity of the transaction, contract, or
message signer, it also protects the privacy of
the signer. Given that a private key could
derive multiple public keys (limited by the
factor of prime number), it ensures privacy
and privilege separation. While a private key
that is under the possession of a service
provider and/or user is never transmitted over
the network, a public key, as opposed, could
be derived every time a privilege separation is
required. This enables multiple lines of
business, account derivation, or simply
different data classification. While the alias
could always be checked against the public
key, ensuring authenticity, the private key
protects the privacy of signers.

It is important to realize that private key
derivation is also an integral part of the
concept, making the distributed database
suitable for multiple Hierarchical Levels and
privilege separation. In the traditional sense,
your organizational master key could be
used to store messages and metadata. In
contrast, sub-derive keys could further
extend the data in a chained structure but
not modify the original data set. This is
extremely useful for processes such as
revocations (traditionally, OCSP - Online
Certificate Status Protocol, CRL – Certificate
Revocation Lists), ensuring both integrity to
TSA (Time Stamp Authority of the initial
message) in the original form, and different
submodules to check if that message should
still be considered as valid and acceptable.
21 Example use cases addressing traditional
PKI systems' core functionality could also be
used to deploy corrections without
modifying the initial data set.
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CORE NETWORK

SECURITY
The main authenticity protection comes from the fact that each message has to end up
in one of the final machine states in order to be propagated through the network.

Final machines states are simplified to
Not Accepted – Rejected by the network for a variety of reasons.
Accepted (Success status via middleware) – Stored as final.

Translated to a common language, Private keys can derive many public keys (with
mathematical limits discussed in the Cryptography section defined by Prime). In the very
same way, a public key could have an appropriate alias.
It is possible to derive a public key and alias from the private key. However, it is not
possible to counter the operation and derive private keys by aliases or public key(s). This is
due to the nature of Asymmetric Cryptographic Mechanisms, which will be discussed
shortly.
In addition to security compliance, ATROMG8 also operates a Masternode deployed on one
of the SpaceX Starlink satellites, with the following ultimate goals in mind:
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SECURITY
Next-Gen HSM, TSA & High Availability Nodes
Masternodes and Light nodes are kept in sync via S-Band / X-band Transmission
via CHAINSAT (Accubits Technologies) a low earth orbit satellite that is
transported by SpaceX that can enable a secure transactional network for nextgeneration enterprise security. It facilitates a secure communication channel for
enterprise consortium communication without any need to depend on the
internet. Communication with the satellite will be established via UHF Telemetry
with 115 Kbps data and S-Band payload Transmitter with up to 5 Mbps data and
an experimental X-band transmitter with up to 150 Mbps data. The satellite has an
onboard data storage of 4 TB in space hardened memory modules.

This topology enables ATROMG8 to overcome
Terrestrial issues (Territory level blocking and filtering).
Secure off network storage of private keys - establishing a next
generation HSM standard in physical protection of
cryptographic modules.
Full autonomy and authenticity of TSA.
High availability of blockchain infrastructure independent of
traditional links.
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CRYPTOGRAPHY
Unlike traditional blockchains – ATROMG8 operates in accordance with NIST (ISO 27001)
approved cryptography and P-256 approved cryptography. 23 Based on secp256r1,
prime256 establishes full compatibility with core PKCS11 libraries and CSP's major operating
systems. Some of them are Android / IOS/ Windows (Via Microsoft CSP) and Linux (Through
OpenSC). Both K (Koblitz) and R (Random) elliptic curves are supported. Moreover, extending
the key size proposed within P-384 to address theoretical concerns of statistical analysis by
utilizing quantum computing is addressable without rebuilding the blocks (as discussed in
Off-Chain horizontal scaling).

NIST P-256 (1) Approved Curve

SECP256R1 has been described in NIST
and approved by FIPS as a suitable ECDSA
implementation for CSP usage.
Elliptic Curve used by ATROMG8 contains
of following domain parameters (and
differences):

The elliptic curve is isomorphic to a curve with a reduced Weierstrass equation of the form ((p)).

Mathematically: 𝑦2 = 𝑥3 + 𝑎 · 𝑥 + b mod 𝑝 if 𝑝≠ 2.
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COMPLEXITY
In general, the group of points of an elliptical
curve behaves like a ‘Generic group,’ the
discrete logarithm has an exponential
complexity. The group of regular points is
then isomorphic to an additive or
multiplicative group, and the discrete
logarithm
is
sub-exponential,
even
polynomial. It is imperative that Δ ≠ 0 (what
happens with P ≈ 1)

More precisely, the complexity of a discrete
logarithm is dominated by √q, where q is the
utmost prime divisor of the number of points of the
curve so to increase the complexity it is necessary
to have a number of points (almost) first. There are
generic attacks of complexity O (√q), where q is the
utmost prime divisor of N. A safe curve must
therefore have q ≈ N; ideally, q = N.

The probability that a random curve has a primary order is approximately the same as a random
number of the size of p is prime, P ≈ 1/log p .
ECDSA has a signature size of 64 bytes for secp256r1 (independent of the message size), while BLS
may halve the number of bytes required. Projective coordinate attacks against ECDSA with the
finite field over which the EC curve is defined are not observed in practice nor theory.

Figure 3 – ECDSA Algorithm Visuals
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COMPLEXITY
Based on analysis, we can conclude
that curves defined by ATROMG8
which could be referenced as
secp256r1 or prime256v1 within
emerging blockchain technologies
are fully compatible with NIST P-256,
therefore suitable as instrumentation
within FIPS 140-2 (All of these four
levels depending on CSP capabilities).

Emerging technologies based on
variation of time based curve secp256r1
have also been proving as secure over
the years (Bitcoin). For the sake of CSP
compatibility, we empower usage of
secp256r1 preserving compatibility with
approved
cryptographic
modules,
although theoretically both variations
show similar levels of complexity.
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AG8 BLOCKCHAIN
The ecosystem is fueled by its own
native utility currency called the
‘ATROM coin.’ The ATROM coin is built
over our own blockchain called the
‘ATROM Blockchain.’ It is open-source;
thereby, it is completely transparent and
secure.
Developers
are
actively
contributing to our codebase, and its
features are constantly evolving.

Some may argue why do we even need a
separate blockchain as thousands of
blockchains are available on the market.
The answer is simple.

WHY A SEPARATE
BLOCKCHAIN?

To design a blockchain that offers not only the user but also the
company financial planning security. The price should be
calculable according to the bandwidth and number of interactions
and be stable over the long term. 24
To have a scalable blockchain, which means one that can grow
with our demands and needs.
To control the servers or nodes of the blockchain and know
precisely where they are and who is looking after them.
To have a blockchain that is easy to use for everyone and does not
require any complicated technical knowledge. 25
To set up a blockchain that supports a programming language
with a great degree of awareness and usage (C++), thus offering
many possibilities for the various developer teams to develop their
own platform or ecosystem on the ATROM blockchain.
To instantly be aware of the technical issues once they occur and
be able to react in a timely manner. We do not want to risk finding
out later and be on the mercy of the coders while our clients and
partners are waiting in the dark. 26
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THE CONSENSUS
Our blockchain uses the DPoS algorithm to achieve consensus.
In a nutshell, it works as follows:
Those who hold tokens on a
blockchain may select block
producers through a continuous
approval voting system and
anyone may choose to participate
in block production and will be
given an opportunity to produce
blocks proportional to the total
votes they have received relative
to all other producers. Blocks to be
produced exactly every 3 seconds
and exactly one producer is
authorized to produce a block at
any given point in time.
If the block is not produced at the
scheduled time then the block for
that time slot is skipped. When one
or more blocks are skipped, there is
a 6 second or longer gap in the
blockchain.
This approach is building the
ATROM network from ground up,
with added functionality for smart
contracting and issuance of token
in the network. This is also available
for other projects that may at a later
point want to join the ATROMG8
Network and ecosystem.
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TRANSACTIONS
A transaction can be considered confirmed
with 99.9% certainty after an average of 1.5
seconds from time of broadcast. There may
be some edge-case scenarios where a
software bug, network congestion, or a
malicious block producer will create two or
more forks. For absolute certainty that a
transaction is irreversible, a node may
choose to wait for confirmation by 15 out of
the 21 block producers.

Based on a typical configuration of the
software, this will take an average of 45
seconds under normal circumstances. By
default, all nodes will consider a block
confirmed by 15 of the 21 producers
irreversible and will not switch to a fork
that excludes such a block regardless of
its length.

ALL TRANSACTIONS WILL HAVE TO INCLUDE THE HASH OF A
RECENT BLOCK HEADER. THIS HASH SERVES TWO PURPOSES:
Prevents a replay of a transaction on forks that do not include the
referenced block; and signals the network that a particular user and their
stake are on a specific fork.
Over time all users end up directly confirming the blockchain which makes
it difficult to forge counterfeit chains as the counterfeit would not be able to
migrate transactions from the legitimate chain.
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ADVANTAGES
We have improved the efficiency and throughput of our blockchain nodes by working on
the core properties like latency, parallel executions, transactions, and so on.

Low Latency
Latency is the time it takes for one node to send a message to another node and then receive a response.
The goal is to enable two nodes to exchange messages back and forth within a single block without
having to wait 3 seconds between each message. To enable this, the software divides each block into
cycles. Each cycle is divided into threads and each thread contains a list of transactions. All transactions
contain a set of messages to be delivered. Transactions generated in one cycle can be delivered in any
subsequent cycle or block. Block producers will keep adding cycles to a block until the maximum wall
clock time has passed or there are no new generated transactions to deliver.

Parallelism
Parallel execution ensures faster processing of the application. All the executions should be free from
mutexes or other locking mechanisms to ensure free executions. Part of parallel execution means that
when a script generates a new message it does not get delivered immediately. Instead, it is scheduled to
be delivered in the next cycle. The reason it cannot be delivered immediately is because the receiver may
be actively modifying its own state in another thread. Fundamentally, the parallel execution in the
network relies on the messages generated from the different sources of one node to be delivered
through independent threads, so they can be executed in parallel. A block producer organizes the
delivery of the messages to different threads. Even though a block producer is on schedule for validating
the blocks, the message delivery is run on a rapid and custom schedule to take advantage of parallelism.

Atomicity
Sometimes we need to ensure that the messages are delivered to and accepted by multiple nodes
atomically. In this case, both messages are placed in one transaction and both accounts will be assigned
the same thread and the messages will be applied sequentially. This situation is not ideal for performance
and when it comes to ‘billing’ users for usage, they will get billed by the number of unique accounts
referenced by a transaction. For performance and cost reasons, it is best to minimize atomic operations
involving two or more heavily utilized accounts. To execute the transaction, a chain database session is
started and a snapshot is taken. This allows rolling back any changes made to the chain state in case any
of the transaction actions fails. A corresponding transaction context keeps the transaction state during
execution. To execute the transaction, each action associated with the corresponding transaction
instance is dispatched for execution.
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THE ATROM COIN
The ATROM cryptocurrency or ATROM coin is the
primary functional currency of the ATROMG8
ecosystem. The coin follows the best practices
inspired from fiat currencies across the globe, making
it easy to use and highly practical. The ATROM coin is
a tradeable utility/payment token issued on the
ATROM blockchain, and it complies with the industry
standards and protocols. These coins give the holders
exclusive access to the platform's decentralized
ecosystem, allowing users to explore the system
while increasing their coin holdings at the same time.
The coins used for paying for the services and
operators on the ecosystem are burnt, and they are
not sent for trading on exchanges. The same applies
when a user buys the coins on the ATROMG8
Platform; these coins will not leave the Platform and
be sent to exchanges for speculative reasons due to
the regulation and norms in many countries.

1
ATROM

Thereby, the coin's value will keep on increasing
gradually, and it will not be dormant. The goal is to
reduce the total supply to 35.8 million coins. If there
is a liquidity issue over time due to several wallets
getting lost or the holders simply not wanting to sell
them to the users or any other reason that could
create a liquidity bottleneck, then we will mint up to
5% p.a. of the total supply to make sure that the
Master Node and the light node operator get their
incentive.
One of the reasons we chose to do it this way lies in
the fact that we need to ensure our ecosystem
continues to function smoothly, even if countries do
ban cryptocurrencies.
The ATROM coin is a 8-decimal coin and the smallest
unit of the ATROM Coin is called the Betrom.

100 Mio
BETROM

Users utilize their coins to buy, sell or bid on in-demand and rate items in the marketplace at a fraction of the
product's regular cost. This is made possible through a secure cryptocurrency-based marketplace that allows
direct interactions between buyers, sellers, and bidders. This is the native and the only valid currency
throughout the ATROMG8 ecosystem.
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SERVICES AND PRODUCTS
IN THE ECOSYSTEM
ATROMG8 is a gateway to the world of privacy. One can enjoy various benefits within our ecosystem. We
have a handful of components that together form a comprehensive platform that can be utilized by every
single person regardless of age and profession. It enables users to manage both private and professional
aspects of their lives on one platform. We have a wide variety of use cases and products that are fully
focused on providing the users data protection and privacy. However, it may be that some of the services
are not available in certain countries due to the regional rules and regulations in place.

Some of our key components in the ecosystem are listed below :

Messaging Engine
Our
messaging
platform
is
completely secure in terms of data
management. It does not allow us to
read any of the messages that are
encrypted
using
various
cryptographic
algorithms.
The
messages are encrypted by a unique
user password mechanism, such
that it is not known or visible to us.
One of the key highlights of our
messaging engine is that if a user
deletes his/her account or forgets
the password, all the messages are
erased, and nothing remains stored
on our servers anymore. 27

In the future, users can also
spin up a private chain to host
their own secure and private
messaging system for use
cases that are important for
businesses to prove the
agreed terms and conditions.
These messages will then be
encrypted and stored on the
blockchain itself. Further,
skimming a sim card to enter
the users’ communication will
not be possible as one will
need both the password and
the key.

We have designed our own
path-finding mechanism in
which
the
hop-path
for
message routing is based on
the timestamp where the
service nodes are randomly
allocated, and the messages
are routed in a secure fashion.
To ensure data confidentiality,
all the user data is encrypted
using the user’s password and
no one can recover the account
if the password is lost. In a
nutshell, this is how it works :

Consider a scenario where User A is chatting with User B. When User A clicks on the chat with User B, a
random string will be generated. This string is encrypted by User B’s password. When User A sends a
message, it will get encrypted with that string and then sent to User B, where the message gets decrypted
with his/her password. Hence, the plain key is not saved anywhere in the database throughout the process.
This provides that added layer of security to the user as no team member or third-party organization can
access private and confidential communication.
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SECURE MULTI-CRYPTO
WALLET
The ‘ATROMG8 Wallet’' is a blockchainbased application that allows users in
phase
one
to
manage
multiple
cryptocurrencies (including ATROM, BTC,
ETH). If another project issues Tokens on
the ATROMG8 platform then these tokens
will also be available on the wallet. This in
turn allows a project to sell its token and
use the same for various integral
purposes without being listed on any
exchange.

Every action is made easier with the help of
the customer dashboard, and this is secured
with standard encryption protocols and
algorithms. One can monitor and manage
his/her balance, assets, transactions, and
trade history via the dashboard. We don't
have access to the private keys of the user
as we don't store them anywhere on our
servers, thereby giving complete privacy
and security to the users. We also plan to
give conventional banking tools as well as
cryptocurrency debit/credit cards using
which users can engage in business
activities, pay their bills, recharge, and shop
on the go, among other things.

During Phase 2 in Q3 or Q4 2021, the
application will help users to exchange
funds easily. This is a hybrid platform that
leverages the advantages of both
centralized
and
decentralized
architectures. The user can deposit
tokens, transfer instantaneously, swap
tokens, track transactions, and more.
Users will also be able to carry out cryptoto-fiat and fiat-to-crypto conversions
instantly, and get settlements in their
local currency within moments. This part
is in cooperation with legal and certified
financial service providers possible that
are connected to our core by APIs.
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TAMPER-PROOF
CERTIFICATE MANAGEMENT
Our tamper-proof certificate management
platform gives an efficient way of storing and
sharing files using blockchain to overcome the
problems of existing file systems. For example,
managing students' information and sharing it
or giving authorized people its access in a
secure way is one of the major responsibilities
of any university or organization. Individuals
can also fool others by providing ‘fake’
certificates, which is a reputation risk for a
university and creates damage worth millions
of USD/Euro in the industry worldwide. On our
platform, the verification of such a certificate
takes place online within a few seconds via our
‘instant certificate verification’ algorithm and
therefore saves money, time, and human
resources. 28
In our approach, the certificates and other
documents will be uploaded to the blockchain
and shared securely when any third party
needs to access the certificates. The university
administrator can create certificates and
upload them to the blockchain with just a few
clicks by entering the user details. Students can
view or download their certificates; other
unauthorized
people
(third
party/organization/employer) can access the
files after taking permission of the institution's
administrator or the responsible entity in
charge. One cannot delete or tamper with the
certificate; it cannot be faked as it is immutable.

These approaches are beneficial in this era of
the internet when efficient storage and
sharing of files play a crucial role. Our system
is decentralized, cryptographically secure,
immutable,
and
efficient,
which
differentiates our approach of certificate
management from existing systems. It helps
everyone involved in the process - not just
students and academic institutions but also
employers. It also facilitates producers who
need the system to prove the quality of their
product or prove supply in a supply chain
management mechanism.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
PLATFORM
At ATROMG8, we strongly believe that social
networking platforms must be more
committed to user experience and data
privacy. Existing platforms are selling data
to third parties, and have formed a business
model with user data. It is time for the users
to leverage our customer-centric platform. It
is a decentralized, peer-to-peer network.
Your data does not live in any specific
computer.
Users will get other options as well, like
spinning up their own social-network
platform dedicated for their community
over a private chain on the ATROMG8
blockchain. They can choose where the data
needs to be stored among other things.
They can impose their own rules and
regulations via smart contracts. It comes
with effective anti-abuse tools to protect
users from spam. The encrypted user data
will also get cleared once the user deletes
his/her account. No data will be kept or in
silos after the legally required time to keep
such information and data is met, which is
different for every country.
The user has the possibility to export the
data to a cloud storage before it gets
deleted on the Platform. If he or she does not
wish to do so, all data gets lost forever.

By bringing our core functionalities under
one roof in a single operating
environment, organizations and private
individuals will be able to experience
dramatically
better
visibility,
predictability, and agility for school,
work, or other projects they are working
on. This type of decentralized digital
infrastructure becomes the heart of the
daily organization and can improve
processes by introducing best practices
into frameworks, guidelines, analytics,
and insights required to successfully
operate a fast-moving project or service
team today.
Systems integration is extremely difficult
and expensive. The likelihood of having
visibility and data accuracy within a
hairball infrastructure is low. On one
hand, if data can be generated
automatically with a few integrations,
then it is not that complex for the users.
But this is an expensive affair when done
in the conventional way. On the other
hand, If a company or a team is executing
this process manually, human error
reduces
accuracy.
ATROMG8
is
combining the most important parts in
one system—while keeping it simple and
straightforward.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
PLATFORM
Furthermore, we are building integration plans that are adaptable to future
changes. Given such attention to detail, it is less likely that we will run into a
hairball tech stack as they change and replace existing technologies.
We plan well, and work to function with the minimum number of tools in the
system, even if some sacrifices have to be made. Maybe an iPod is specifically
built to play music, but the iPhone has more features, so you can give up multiple
items and only carry one around. In fact, when planned well, you can enhance
your original intent with the features of the better system (in the case of an
iPhone: streaming music, AI-generated playlists, etc.). Generally speaking,
simpler is better. We take on as light-weight an integration as possible, and this
makes all the difference.

More privacy, no tracking like existing centralized services
Your data does not live in any specific computer
Cryptographic DPoS guarantees data integrity
Host your own private networks on blockchain for your community
It doesn't shut down as it is not centralized
No PII (Personally Identifiable Information) is collected
No Dopamine or Casino tricks and algorithms are implemented
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PLATFORM
Other than the mentioned tools, we
have several more products within
our ecosystem, such as:
Virtual meeting rooms for schools, universities, individual and
corporate meetings
Event platform with product showcase feature and private
rooms for 1:1 during an event and after
Voice/video communication tools
Corporate, educational, and quality certification system on
blockchain
Decentralized gaming platform (Monopoly-like system) based on
the NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens) and decentralized finance (DeFi)

The list is not restricted to the above-mentioned
tools and features, and it will keep growing.
We also allow users to create and host their own projects on our platform. They can
issue their own tokens on our blockchain via smart contracts, which are based on C++.
Once the project passes the verification phase, it can be taken to the next stage, like
crowdfunding and other forms of financing. We are about to launch our own
decentralized exchange, E-Commerce platform, Gig Economy, and much more!
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THE CHAIN OF LOVE
We always want to do
something big and contribute
to making the world a better
place.
We have decided to put 10% of
all the ATROMG8 Network
projects and transaction costs
on a publicly visible wallet.
This money will be going into
supporting projects that either
deal with the knowledgetransfer, such as schools, or
projects that aim to protect our
environment
and
those
immediately depending on it.
This pot is still small now, and
we have used what we have
taken together so far to
provide people on the streets
in Brazil with food. So-called
Immediate help. You will be
able to see pictures of these
events on our platform
website. As more money is
generated thanks to our users’
transactions, we will allocate
these parts of the funds to
other projects!
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ROADMAP

APRIL - AUGUST '21

Provision of EDUG8 in order to be able to offer online
courses
and
school
lessons
with
various
functionalities that are part of today's global
standard.
Completion of the test phase and provision of the
possibility of issuing certificates and attestations,
which are kept on the blockchain. These will be used
worldwide in various academic and economic areas.
Integration of the first Student and social media
platforms of universities and online schools from
Brazil, India and Italy.
ChainSat (please note that we can only publish more
detailed information once official approval has been
received).
Finalizing the App of ATROMG8 for iOS and Android

See full Roadmap: https://atromg8.com/info/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/ATROMG8-Roadmap-2021.pdf
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ATROMG8 TEAM

We are a group of engineers, entrepreneurs, scientists,
developers and free spirits drawn together by a shared
vision of protecting civil liberties online by providing a
secure and protected environment for everyone who wants
to enjoy the achievements of the digital information age.
These are core values of our work and the frontline we are
protecting for our children and for you!

See the list of the full ATROMG8 Team at: https://atromg8.com/info/?page_id=189
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DISCLAIMER
LICENSES & APPROVALS
ATROMG8 is an ecosystem that intends to function as a regulated and
compliant platform in all jurisdictions across the globe. Regulatory
compliances on cryptocurrencies are unique across the globe, hence a
standalone license in a single jurisdiction is not enough to operate in all
parts of the globe. We at ATROMG8 are working only with accredited
service providers to secure licenses from almost all regions of the globe.
However, double-check the availability of our services mentioned in this
whitepaper in your location or jurisdiction and make sure that you fulfil the
requirements before taking participation of any kind with the platform.

NO SALE OF TOKENS OR ICO
We haven’t conducted any ICO’s or any other form of token sales until now.
This whitepaper provides no ‘investment or trading’ advice in any form and
is a purely instructional format of the services that we offer in our platform
and within our partner network. Hence we advise you to consult your
personal or legal advisor before interacting with our platform or intend to
buy coins for speculative purposes, which we do not advice at all to do.

VIEWS OF ATROMG8
The information expressed in this whitepaper are clearly the views of
ATROMG8. Information mentioned here may not be as accurate as what is
available on other sources. If such information is found we will try to
resolve it in our upcoming versions of whitepapers. Only information
provided on our own platform and website are official and no other entity
or platform has the right to represent us or to issue information or
contracts or to conduct any kind of sales on behalf of us or in our name
whatsoever.
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